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QCD CP
End-point of 
 1st order phase 
  transition
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mB=0

mB=0/

mud mud

IF this is the case in QCD: 
IF the curvature is large enough: QCD CP exists

QCD CP is a hypothesis (needs exp. confirmation)
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cated at M = ±M0; we simply postulate the following
form;

P�[M ] = �a(M2
0 �M2)2 (1)

with a parameter a. Here we note that a linear term in M
should be present if the current quark mass is nonzero.
We can neglect this explicit chiral symmetry breaking in
the qualitative level because such a term has only minor
e↵ects on the phase transition in the two-flavor sector.
In the three-flavor case, in contrast, the UA(1) break-
ing term generates a cubic term in M which favors the
first-order phase transition. We will not think of this
situation; our purpose here is to see how the first-order
transition is possible at high density even though it is of
second order at vanishing density. Thus, the above form
of Eq. (1) is valid when all the quarks are massless and
the three-flavor UA(1) breaking is not significant.

Now let us turn finite µ on. As long as µ is smaller
than the lowest-lying mass of fermionic excitation, noth-
ing happens and the vacuum remains empty. Once µ
exceeds a certain threshold M , a finite amount of den-
sity appears. The pressure has a contribution from the
density which is generally expressed as

Pµ[M ] =
Z µ

0
dµ0nq(µ0) . (2)

Here nq(µ) represents the fermion density. In the quasi-
particle picture it is given by the integrated Dirac-Fermi
distribution function with the constituent mass;

nq(µ) = ⌫

Z
d3p

(2⇡)3


1

e("�µ)/T + 1
� 1

e("+µ)/T + 1

�

T=0�! ⌫

6⇡2
(µ2 �M2)3/2 ✓(µ2 �M2) , (3)

where " =
p

p2 + M2 and ⌫ is the fermionic degrees of
freedom (color⇥flavor⇥spin). In two-flavor quark mat-
ter, for relevant example, ⌫ = (3 colors) ⇥ (2 flavors) ⇥
(2 spins) = 12. We note that ✓ denotes the Heaviside
theta function, which signifies that the system at µ < M
is empty. In fact, the theta function is essential to make
a double-peak shape in the total pressure, as we will see
soon.

It is possible to perform the integration (2) to find an
analytical expression with logarithmic terms. To simplify
our qualitative analysis, however, we shall introduce an
approximation as

Pµ[M ] ⇡ ⌫

24⇡2µ2
(µ2 �M2)3 ✓(µ2 �M2) , (4)

which turns out to be a good approximation as shown
in Fig. 1. The solid curve represents Eq. (4), while the
dotted curve is Eq. (2) with Eq. (3) substituted. Because
more particles can reside in the Fermi sphere for smaller
mass, Pµ[M ] has a maximum at M = 0.

Let us consider the condition for P [M ] = P�[M ] +
Pµ[M ] to have a first-order phase transition. Here P�[M ]
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FIG. 1: Comparison between the exact integration in Eq. (2)
(by the dotted curve) and the approximation in Eq. (4) (by
the solid curve).
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FIG. 2: Sketch of the double-peak pressure P [M ] resulting
from the sum of P�[M ] and Pµ[M ].

and Pµ[M ] have a peak at M = M0 and M = 0 re-
spectively (see Fig. 2). The existence of double peaks
in P [M ] requires that µ . M0, meaning that µ should
not be much greater than M0. [So, µ can be larger than
M0 slightly.] This is necessary for the peak at M = M0

to survive. At M = 0 the pressure curvature (i.e. the
coe�cient of the M2 term) should be negative, that is;

a <
⌫

16⇡2

µ2

M2
0

. ⌫

16⇡2
. (5)

At the first-order critical point the peak at M = 0 is as
high as the second peak at M = M0 (neglecting a small
shift by the contribution from Pµ[M ]), which yields the
critical condition that

a ' ⌫

24⇡2

µ4
c

M4
0

. (6)

As long as µ is raised with µ . M0 satisfied, the curvature
condition (5) is su�cient for the existence of µc deduced
from Eq. (6). This is another way to see why we should
have required µ . M0.

QCD vacuum favors 
 a dynamical mass M0

Finite density causes larger pressure 
with lighter mass (in favor of small M)

1st-order transition!
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Liquid-gas phase transition 
(Nuclear matter is a self-bound fermionic system) 
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FIG. 4. Schematic figure of the saturation curve of nuclear
matter with a minimum at ρ0 = 0.17 fm−3 and the binding
energy given by the volume term aV in the Bethe-Weizsäcker
mass formula. An intermediate density ρ < ρ0 can be realized
as a spatial average over bubbles with the core with ρ ∼ ρ0
in the empty vacuum. Though the surface energy effect is
not considered in the above schematic figure where a simple
nucleon-gas picture is depicted, the actual bubble shapes in a
nuclear liquid depend on the surface term aS , etc.

imum as schematically shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4
it would be energetically preferable to form bubbles with
the core with ρ ∼ ρ0 rather than a homogeneous dis-
tribution of dilute ρ. If we consider the surface energy,
the density gradient (Weizsäcker) term, and the charge
neutrality, bubbles should take optimal shapes such as
the nuclear pasta (spaghetti, lasagna, etc) [26]. Such a
state of matter is nothing but a mixed phase associated
with the first-order phase transition, and importantly,
this argument already implies the existence of an inho-
mogeneous ground state near the liquid-gas transition.
In other words, if a mixed phase is characterized by a
typical wave number q, how can we strictly distinguish
such a phase from an inhomogeneous ground state? One
may think that in the case of quark matter the inhomo-
geneity is turned on not in the density only but in the
mass M unlike nuclear matter. We would stress, how-
ever, that M also controls the density and the physics is
just the same if seen in terms of the saturation curve as
in Fig. 3.

It is obvious from Fig. 3 that the vector interaction
as in Eq. (3) disfavors the first-order phase transition.
The minimum in ε/ρB is pushed up by the quadratic
term ∝ ρ2B and eventually the first-order phase transition
disappears when the minimum is lost, as demonstrated
by three solid curves in Fig. 3. In the chiral limit b =
0 the branch of M = 0 is separate, so that the first-
order phase transition survives regardless of the vector
interaction, which may change with different parameters
as we already pointed out. With finite b, however, two
branches with small and large M are smoothly connected
and the minimum diminishes for large b and gv in accord
to Fig. 2.

III. CHIRAL SPIRALS

One may find the usefulness of the saturation curve
for analyses with a wider range of model space. From
now on we shall consider the possibility to form inhomo-
geneous chiral condensates. We here utilize the simplest
Ansatz to introduce it, namely, the one-dimensional chi-
ral spiral; 〈ψ̄ψ〉 = χ cos(2qz) and 〈ψ̄γ5τ3ψ〉 = χ sin(2qz)
(see Ref. [27] for reviews). This ground state of the chi-
ral spiral can be equivalently described by a chiral ro-
tation ψ = eiγ5τ3qzψ′ with a homogeneous condensate
χ = 〈ψ̄′ψ′〉 in the chiral limit. Then, the quasi-particle
dispersion relation in the ψ′-basis is expressed as [27, 28]

ω̃p =
√

p2⊥ + (
√

p2z +M2 ± q)2 , (4)

where ± in front of q corresponds to the flavor and the
chirality that also depends on the sign of pz.

This type of inhomogeneity pattern has been consid-
ered repeatedly in various contexts such as the pion con-
densation in nuclear matter [28], large-Nc QCD [29], the
Overhauser instability [30], the quarkyonic spiral with
confining force [31], and so on. The dispersion rela-
tion (4) should be plugged into Ωmatter/V in Eq. (1).
Unlike the normal dispersion relation, we see that a large
part of the mass effect can be absorbed by q ∼ M , with
which ρ is no longer suppressed even at large M . This is
the reason why a first-order phase transition can occur
from the homogeneous hadronic phase to the chiral spiral
where M is substantially large. Also, we should point out
that the Ginzburg-Landau analysis in Ref. [32] to con-
clude that the chiral spiral is less favored might be inad-
equate; the largest energy gain in Ωmatter/V comes from
the region with large M where the Ginzburg-Landau ex-
pansion should not work.

The physical mechanism to lower the total energy is
the Overhauser effect as argued in Ref. [30]. In the ordi-
nary Overhauser instability the momenta of the spin-up
component are shifted up by pF and those of the spin-
down component are shifted down by pF, so that a gap
opens where two energy dispersion relations cross. In
(1+1)-dimensional NJL model the situation is completely
analogous [27]; a choice of q = 2µq eliminates the µq de-
pendence and the energy gain originates from the fact
that ρ is completely insensitive to M and thus ρ is never
suppressed by M in contrast to the homogeneous solu-
tion. In (3+1)-dimensional case, on the other hand, not
only pz but also p⊥ share the Fermi momentum, and so
the optimal q is not 2µq but rather q ∼ M which will be
confirmed by numerical calculations later.

Thus, Ωmatter always tends to favor the chiral spiral
with q ∼ M , while it is Ω0 that would hinder the growth
of q. In the leading order the vacuum part has an expan-
sion in terms of q as

Ω0[M, q]/V = Ω0[M, q = 0]/V + (αM2 + βb)q2 , (5)

where the first term with α > 0 is a “kinetic” term
against spatial modulation. This term should be van-

Self-bound fermionic systems 
     have a preferred density. 
Diluteness is realized as a 
     “mixed phase” of nuclei.

No argument about whether quarks are self-bound? 
Quark EoS is constrained by neutron stars > 2M⦿
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d
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ρ gas
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ε
ρ liquid ) =

pgas − pliquid

ρ2
= 0

Metastability 1st-order PT

ρ

ε/ρ

ρ0

ρ

ε/ρ

Nuclear Matter Chiral Quark Models
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July 15, 16, 2014 @ 東北大学 81/152

Vector Interaction

Lv=−gv (ψ̄ γμ ψ)(ψ̄ γμ ψ)  →  ΔΩ=g vρ
2

r

e/r

gv=0
r

e/r

gv≠0

It is obvious at a glance that the vector interaction
                would wash the 1st-order transition out.

r

e/r
A more stable state may have
     a 1st-order phase transition

Meta-stable quark matter 
 can have a 1st-order

July 15, 16, 2014 @ 東北大学 81/152
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     a 1st-order phase transition

�" = gv⇢
2

Vector interaction easily washes 
out the QCD CP, but the spiral 
phase is robust. 
 
Significant vector interaction is 
suggested from the neutron star 
observations…
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Neutron Star Heavy-Ion Collision

Dominated by n 
   (large isospin)

Isospin fixed by p/n ratio 
          (small isospin)

δ =
ρn − ρp

ρn + ρp

ρ = ρn + ρp

symmetric nuclear matter (HIC)

neutron 
matter

saturation density 
(1st-order transition)

Phase structures may be very different.
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Neutron Star Heavy-Ion Collision

 equilibriumβ Zero net strangeness
μs = 0 ns = 0

High baryon density should 
involve hyperons ( , , etc)Λ Σ

Hyperon strangeness is 
canceled by strange mesons 
(  in mesons sensitive to )s̄ μB

(μs ∼ 1
3 μB)

performed at nonzero temperature, and small values of µB without running
into problems of principle. At µB = 0, these simulations indicate that there
is no true phase transition from Hadronic Matter to a Quark-Gluon Plasma,
but rather a very rapid rise in the energy density at a temperature Tc which
lines in 160°190 MeV within the systematic errors. Further, studies using the
lattice technique imply that Tc decreases very little as µB increases, at least
for moderate values of µB.
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Fig. 3. Energy dependence of hadron yields relative to pions. The points are exper-
imental data from verious experiments. Lines are results of the Statistical Model
calculations. The figure is taken from [20,22]).

With the parametrizations of T and µB from Fig. 1 one can compute the
energy dependence of the production yields of various hadrons relative to
pions, shown in Fig. 3. Important for our purposes is the observation that there
are peaks in the abundances of strange to non-strange particles at center of
mass energies near 10 GeV. In particular, the K+/º+ and §/º ratios exhibit
rather pronounced maxima there. We further note that in the region near
10 GeV, there is also a minimum in the chemical freeze-out volume obtained
from the Statistical Model fit to particle yields [18], as well as in the volume
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4

EoS too soft? / Cooling too fast?
Hyperon Puzzle

* Interactions may suppress hyperons 
   (3-body forces YNN) 
* Interactions may make EoS stiff 
   (repulsive forces at high density)
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Smooth bulk p 
(dominant)

+ Fine structure 
(sub-dominant)

Q : How to extract the difference ?
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�(n)
B,S ⌘ @n

@(µB,S/T )n
p

T 4

Smooth bulk p 
(dominant)

+ Fine structure 
(sub-dominant)

Q : How to extract the difference ?

A : Take the (higher) derivative !

enhanced near QCD CP
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Karsch-Redlich (2011)

2

T = 0) should take place at µB = MN � B with MN

and B being the nucleon mass and the binding energy
B ' 16 MeV [20]. Some years ago an interesting pos-
sibility was demonstrated [21]; the chemical freeze-out
condition at low-T and high-µB could be rather sensitive
to nuclear matter properties. The present work aims to
pursue the idea along the same line to show the agree-
ment for not only the chemical freeze-out condition but
also the fluctuations.

One might have an impression that the HRG is a sort
of opposite to nuclear matter and one should abandon
the HRG immediately to switch to the nuclear physics
terrain. This intuition is not totally correct, however,
and we know that the independent quasi-particle picture
makes good sense inside of nuclei and nuclear matter.
Hence, on the formal level, the HRG-like model with
“renormalized” parameters may have a chance to work
continuously from low-µB to high-µB. Indeed, the rel-
ativistic mean-field (RMF) model of nuclear matter is
designed in this spirit. The simplest setup of the RMF
is the �-! model [22] as was adopted in Ref. [21]. This
model deals with nucleons as relativistic quasi-particles
moving in the scalar mean-field � and the vector mean-
field !. I note that we can safely neglect ⇡ fluctuations
as long as we concern the baryon number at small T .
If needed, I can extend my present analysis so as to in-
clude ⇡ fluctuations, for example, with the renormaliza-
tion group improvement [23].

This paper is organized as follows: I give a detailed
description of fluctuations within the framework of the
HRG model in Sec. II. Then, based on the similarity to
the HRG model, I introduce the RMF model in Sec. III
and I present my central numerical results from the RMF
model in Sec. IV. In Sec. V I give more considerations on
the microscopic structures of my numerical results. I also
cover discussions on the di↵erence between the baryon
number and the proton number to discover that the dif-
fusion in isospin space does not a↵ect my results as long
as the Boltzmann approximation makes sense, which is
addressed in Sec. VI. I finally summarize this work in
Sec. VII.

II. FLUCTUATIONS AND THE HADRON
RESONANCE GAS

First of all, before going into the descriptions of the
HRG model, I should elucidate physical observables of
my interest. I follow the standard convention as used in
Ref. [18] for thermal fluctuations which are derived from
the derivatives of the pressure with respect to the relevant
chemical potentials. For the baryon number fluctuation,
thus, I calculate the following dimensionless quantities:

�(n)
B ⌘ @n

@(µB/T )n
p

T 4
, (1)

from which I can construct the mean value (i.e., the par-

ticle number); M ⌘ V T 3�(1)
B . For an arbitrary distri-

bution I can define the Gaussian width �2 together with
the non-Gaussian fluctuations such as the skewness S and
the kurtosis  as [13, 18]:

�2

M
⌘ �(2)

B

�(1)
B

, S� ⌘ �(3)
B

�(2)
B

, �2 ⌘ �(4)
B

�(2)
B

. (2)

Therefore, once some theoretical estimates provide us
with the pressure p as a function of µB, I can give a
prediction for these fluctuations under an assumption of
the dominance of thermal fluctuations.

Second, to make a contact with the collision experi-
ment, it is necessary to relate the collision energy

p
sNN

and T and µB. Fortunately, such parametrization of
T (

p
sNN ) and µB(

p
sNN ) has been well established along

the chemical freeze-out line [14] that reads:

T (µB) = a� b µ2
B � c µ4

B , (3)

µB(
p
sNN ) =

d

1 + e
p
sNN

, (4)

where parameters are chosen as a = 0.166 GeV, b =
0.139 GeV�1, c = 0.053 GeV�3, d = 1.308 GeV, and
e = 0.273 GeV�1 to reproduce experimentally observed
particle yields. Charge and strangeness chemical poten-
tials, µQ and µS , are also parametrized in a similar man-
ner. In my present analysis, I numerically checked that
the inclusion of µQ and µS hardly changes the fluctuation
results, and so I neglect them for clarity of presentation.
These definitions and parametrizations are robust and
unchanged for any model applications.

Now I take a step toward the HRG model. Let us start
with a simple demonstration of free nucleon gas and then
proceed to the realistic HRG model next. In the estimate
with non-interacting hadrons (in which the canonical fac-
tor � is not included) I make use of the standard expres-
sion of the free grand canonical partition function. That
is, the pressure from baryons (fermions) is prescribed as

pfree(mN, µB) =
NX

i

2T

Z
d3p

(2⇡)3

n
ln
⇥
1+e�("p�µB)/T

⇤

+ ln
⇥
1 + e�("p+µB)/T

⇤o
. (5)

Here N is 2 for nucleons corresponding to the isospin
degeneracy and the pressure depends on the nucleon
mass mN through the energy dispersion relation: "p ⌘p
p2 +m2

N. I can then take the derivatives of the above
expression, which results in

�(n)
B =

4

T 3

Z
d3p

(2⇡)3
X(n)(p) , (6)

where 4 appears from the spin and the isospin degeneracy

Skewness Kurtosis

HRG (non-interacting hadrons) + Boltzmann approx.

3
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Skewness of the baryon number esti-
mated in the HRG (THERMUS2.3) by the (red) fine mesh.
The (blue) sparse mesh represents the Skellam expectation:
tanh(µB/T ).
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Kurtosis of the baryon number esti-
mated in the HRG (THERMUS2.3) by the (red) fine mesh.
The (blue) sparse mesh represents the Skellam expectation
that is the unity.

(for N = 2) and the integrands read:

X(1) = np � n̄p ,

X(2) = np(1� np) + n̄p(1� n̄p) ,

X(3) = np(1�np)(1�2np)� n̄p(1�n̄p)(1�2n̄p) , (7)

X(4) = (1� 6np + 6n2
p)np(1� np)

+ (1� 6n̄p + 6n̄2
p)n̄p(1� n̄p)

with np ⌘ [e("p�µB)/T +1]�1 and n̄p ⌘ [e("p+µB)/T +1]�1

being the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for nucleons
and anti-nucleons. I can continue taking the derivatives
for even larger n if needed.

In the Boltzmann approximation that is valid when
np and n̄p are both dilute, I can neglect the quantum
statistical factors of non-linear np and n̄p terms. Then,

I can approximate Eq. (7) as X(2) ⇡ X(4) ⇡ (eµB/T +
e�µB/T )e�"p/T and X(3) ⇡ (eµB/T � e�µB/T )e�"p/T . In
this particular limit I can readily derive:

S� = tanh(µB/T ) , �2 = 1 , (8)

which are nothing but the Skellam expectations. I can
easily generalize the above derivation of Eq. (8) to a
superposition of arbitrary N with di↵erent masses to
find that Eq. (8) still holds after all. This is because
eµB/T ± e�µB/T is always factored out and the remaining
integrand is common for X(2), X(3), and X(4).

Let us then quantify the breakdown of the Boltzmann
approximation explicitly by scanning the 3D landscape
of S� and �2 for various T and µB. In Figs. 1 and 2
we show our results from (not a free nucleon gas but)
the HRG model using the particle data contained in the
THERMUS2.3 package (by red fine mesh) as well as the
Skellam predictions (by blue sparse mesh). It is clear
from the figures that the quantum correlation certainly
suppresses both S� and �2 in the high-density region
where np is not really dilute. I should note that the HRG
model can describe the onset behavior of finite baryon
density but does not have dynamics enough to realize a
first-order liquid-gas phase transition of nuclear matter
(and this is why I do not show HRG results at temper-
atures smaller than a few tens MeV in Figs. 1 and 2).
Although this suppression e↵ect is noticeable along the
chemical freeze-out line as in Figs. 4 and 5, it is not
su�ciently strong for reproducing the trend of the ex-
perimental data. In short, the quantum correlation is
weak, as correctly speculated in Ref. [18], because the
baryon density never gets large enough on the chemical
freeze-out line.

To have a feeling about how the baryon density be-
haves on the chemical freeze-out line, I shall make a plot
of the integrated baryon density in the standard unit of
fm�3 in Fig. 3. The vertical thin lines correspond to the
collision energy

p
sNN with spacing by 1 GeV. The low-

est collision energy in Fig. 3 starts with
p
sNN = 2 GeV,

and the maximum of the baryon density is found atp
sNN ⇠ 8 GeV. It is interesting that this maximum

position precisely coincides with the triple-point-like re-
gion as speculated in Ref. [24]. This coincidence is not
accidental; in Ref. [24] the triple-point-like region was
recognized based on the horn structure in K+/⇡+ that
is sensitive to the strangeness chemical potential; µS . If
the bulk system maintains zero strangeness, it is not hard
to confirm that µS is almost proportional to µB within
an e↵ective model framework [25]. In this way, natu-
rally, K+/⇡+, ⇤/⇡�, ⌅/⇡�, etc have a peak structure atp
sNN ' 8 GeV with which the baryon density is maxi-

mized.
As a final related remark I point out that the e↵ect

of the strangeness and the charge conservation is only
of a few percent order in S� and �2 along the chem-
ical freeze-out line. I have checked this numerically by
adopting µQ and µS parametrized along the chemical
freeze-out line [18]. I then observed that S� and �2 in
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k ~ how sharp

S ~ how distorted

STAR
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QCD Critical Point discovered??? 5
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FIG. 3. Experimental results [28] of
p
sNN dependence of the net-proton Sp�p (left) and p�

2
p (right) from 70-80% peripheral

(open squares) and 0-5% central (filled-circles) Au+Au collisions. In the figures the subscript, p, is omitted. Projected
statistical uncertainty for the second phase of the RHIC BES program is shown by the green-band. STAR experiments fixed-
target program extends the center of the mass collision energy down to 3 GeV. Results of calculations are shown as black and
gold bands for the HRG model and transport model (UrQMD), respectively. The solid red and the dashed blue line in (2) is a
schematic representation of expectation from a QCD based model calculation in presence of a critical point.

CURRENT STATUS – EXPERIMENT

QCD Critical Point Search: The latest experimental
results on the QCD Critical Point search are shown in
Fig. 3. The left panel (1) and the right panel (2) show
the measurements of Sp�p and p�

2
p (where p stands for

the proton) for the net-proton number distribution in
Au+Au collisions at various

p
sNN . We note that N in

Eq. (2) is the baryon number (that is a conserved charge),
but neutrons are not electrically charged, and the proton
number is used experimentally as a proxy for the baryon
number. Results of Sp and p are shown for both central
(0 � 5%, small impact parameter) and peripheral (70 �
80%, large impact parameter) collisions. Also shown are
the expectations from the HRG model and a transport
based model called UrQMD, namely, theories for central
Au+Au collisions without including critical fluctuations.

The following conclusions can be drawn: (a) As we go
from lower order moments (Sp�p) to higher order mo-
ments (p�

2
p) deviations between central and peripheral

collisions for the measured values increases. (b) Central
p�

2
p data show a non-monotonic variation with collision

energy at a significance of ⇠ 3� [28]. (c) Experimen-
tal data show deviation from heavy-ion collision mod-
els without a critical point. Although a non-monotonic
variation of the experimental data with collision energy
looks promising from the point of view of the QCD Crit-
ical Point search, a more robust conclusion can be de-
rived when the uncertainties get reduced and significance
above 5� is reached. The goal of the second phase of
the BES program (BES-II) at RHIC and the fixed traget
(FXT) programs is to have high precision measurements

in the energy range of
p
sNN = 3� 19.6GeV.

The data presented in Fig. 3 provides the most relevant
measurements over the widest range in µB (20�450MeV)
to date for the critical point search, and for compari-
son with the baryon number susceptibilities computed
from QCD to understand the various features of the QCD
phase structure. The deviations of p�

2
p below the base-

line (4) are qualitatively consistent with theoretical con-
siderations including a critical point [29]. However, the
conclusions on the experimental confirmation of the QCD
Critical Point might be made only after improving the
precision of the measurements at lower collision energies
and by comparing to the QCD calculations with critical
point behavior which includes the dynamics associated
with heavy-ion collisions. See Ref. [30] for the latest re-
port.

High Baryon Density Matter: Figure 4 (1) in the up-
per panel shows the energy dependence of K/⇡ par-
ticle yield ratio. The results are from AGS [31–33],
SPS [34, 35], and RHIC [36]. These ratios reflect the
strangeness content relative to entropy of the system
formed in heavy-ion collisions. The thermal model cal-
culation is shown as yellow band for K

+/⇡+ and green
band for K

�/⇡�. The dot-dashed line represents the
net-baryon density at the Chemical Freeze-out as a func-
tion of collision energy, calculated from the thermal
model [37].

The following observations can be made. (a) The col-
lision energy dependence of both the ratios is fairly well
described by a thermal model calculation. (b) A peak po-
sition in energy dependence of K+/⇡+ is observed and
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Kojo et al.

High Density 
(Large Fermi Sphere)

Pseudo 1 Dimensional

Exotic Phases
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Peierls Instability (Gross-Neveu model)

Overhauser Instability (Chiral Gross-Neveu model)
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Dirac Lagrangian in (1+1) D
<latexit sha1_base64="okoJedvqQ2b4daIVh8+QHbRYt3Y=">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</latexit>

L =  ̄
⇥
(@4 + µ)�4 + @3�

3
⇤
 

=  ̄0�@4�4 + @3�
3
�
 0

<latexit sha1_base64="oVgWfwTooc9JtGRgfFMMav4ehUw=">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</latexit>

 = e�µ�3�4x3 0

 ̄ =  ̄0e�µ�3�4x3

Finite-density 1D theory = Zero-density 1D theory

IF                     homogeneously, then….
<latexit sha1_base64="IBApd1W4hrhauIbx1S33pR0nz1w=">AAACinichVG7ThtBFD1eCCEOYCdpItFYWAYq69pChCQNAgpK8zAgscjaXcZm5PHusru2BBY/kHwABRVICCEqWihp+AEKPgFREomGgrvrlSJAwB3NzJkz99w5M2O6SvoB0XVC6+r+0POx91Pyc1//QCr95euS7zQ9S5QtRzneimn4QklblAMZKLHiesJomEosm/XpcH+5JTxfOvZisOWKtYZRs2VVWkbAVCWd05Vh15TQTcNr664vd0bCcUT3Ijqj22IzQ5V0lvIUReYlKMQgizhKTvoIOtbhwEITDQjYCBgrGPC5raIAgsvcGtrMeYxktC+wgyRrm5wlOMNgts5jjVerMWvzOqzpR2qLT1HcPVZmkKMrOqY7uqQTuqGHV2u1oxqhly2ezY5WuJXUn+8L9++qGjwH2PivetNzgComIq+SvbsRE97C6uhb27t3C7/mc+1hOqBb9r9P13TBN7Bb/6zDOTG/hyR/QOH5c78ES8V8YTxfnBvLTk7FX9GLQQxhlN/7ByYxixLKfO5fnOIM51qfVtR+ar87qVoi1nzDk9BmHgFu+pf8</latexit>

h ̄0 0i 6= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="LBXbbaeJxbXFpOWO3BPfzyR/9bs=">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</latexit>

h ̄ i = h ̄0 0i cos(2µx3)

h ̄�3�4 i = h ̄0 0i sin(2µx3)

original condensates are 
helically inhomogeneous.
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Solutions:   Chiral Spirals in (1+1)D
・At μ ≠ 0: periodic structure (crystal) which oscillates in space. 

・`tHooft model, massive quark (1-flavor)

・Chiral Gross Neveu model (with continuous chiral symmetry)    
Schon & Thies, hep-ph/0003195; 0008175; Thies, 06010243

Basar & Dunne, 0806.2659; Basar, Dunne & Thies, 0903.1868

B. Bringoltz, 0901.4035

cf)

z σ

V

σ

0
z

14/18

Dirac Lagrangian in (1+1) D

<latexit sha1_base64="LBXbbaeJxbXFpOWO3BPfzyR/9bs=">AAADFHiclVFPS1tBEJ/3rNWmWqNFEHp5NBjtJWwSaUURglboMf6JCq6Gfds1XbLvD29fQjX4BfoB2oMnhVKKh36B3qTQU28e/Aji0UIvHpz38iRoaKWz7Mzsb+Y3M7tr+0rqkJAzw+x50Puwr/9R6vHA4JOh9PDImvYaARcV7ikv2LCZFkq6ohLKUIkNPxDMsZVYt+sLUXy9KQItPXc13PXFlsNqrtyRnIUIVdPfslQxt6aERW0WtKiv5X6kaNBG56wk3glPRHriJoFyT08WqNOw3leLLyxKU9kuBq0xx2HbxcRO/V8DLd1Og2o6Q3IkFqvbySdOBhIpe+kvQOEteMChAQ4IcCFEXwEDjWsT8kDAR2wLWogF6Mk4LmAfUshtYJbADIZoHXUNT5sJ6uI5qqljNscuCneATAvGySn5Si7JT3JMzsnVX2u14hrRLLto7TZX+NWhD2Mrf+5lOWhDeNdh/XPmEHZgOp5V4ux+jES34G1+c+/T5crM8ngrS47IBc5/SM7ICd7Abf7mn5fE8gGk8APyd5+721kr5PIvc4WlqUxpPvmKfngGz2ES3/sVlOANlKEC3Bg1Zo3XxqL50fxunpg/2qmmkXCewi0xf10D3r3Lnw==</latexit>

h ̄ i = h ̄0 0i cos(2µx3)

h ̄�3�4 i = h ̄0 0i sin(2µx3)

This structure is called the Chiral Spirals.
There are two puzzles… however…

From where the density comes?  Is this stable??
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Puzzle #1

If µ dependence is completely gone, the density is ALWAYS zero??

<latexit sha1_base64="okoJedvqQ2b4daIVh8+QHbRYt3Y=">AAADE3icjVFNaxRBEK0Zv5KNmtXkIHhpXJJsEJbeJGgICMF48OAhH24S2F6XnrazadLzQU/vQhz2D3gXD54URETwD3hTD15y9JCfIB4jePFgTe8EjUFNDTP96lW9N9XdQaJVaind9/xTp8+cPTc0XBo5f+HiaPnS5fU07hohGyLWsdkMeCq1imTDKqvlZmIkDwMtN4Kdpby+0ZMmVXF03+4mshXyTqS2lOAWqXb5LQu53RZcZ/f6ZPIWYQE3GUtS1UeoOrpJqizhxiqu23PkOmFhd5qwDg9D/sDlh8XZQ3bWCU2L5C6EsdIR16mBbZX85noSu2lnN9UuV2iNuiDHQb0AFShiOS6/AgYPIQYBXQhBQgQWsQYOKT5NqAOFBLkWZMgZRMrVJfShhNoudkns4Mju4LeDWbNgI8xzz9SpBf5F42tQSWCCfqav6QH9RN/QL/THX70y55HPsotrMNDKpD36+Mra9/+qQlwtbP9S/XNmC1sw72ZVOHvimHwXYqDvPXp6sLawOpFN0hf0K87/nO7TD7iDqPdNvFyRq8+ghBdQ//O4j4P1mVr9Rm1mZa6yeLu4iiG4Ctegiud9ExbhLixDA4Q37i14S94d/4n/zn/vfxy0+l6hGYMj4e/9BKeRxn4=</latexit>

L =  ̄
⇥
(@4 + µ)�4 + @3�

3
⇤
 

=  ̄0�@4�4 + @3�
3
�
 0

No  any moreμ

<latexit sha1_base64="oVgWfwTooc9JtGRgfFMMav4ehUw=">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</latexit>

 = e�µ�3�4x3 0

 ̄ =  ̄0e�µ�3�4x3

This is a phase translation, 
shifting a momentum depending 
on the chirality!

Suppose that the theory has a UV cutoff… then…
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Integration Analytically Done
<latexit sha1_base64="WMHoNbUeSVm12KU9CmZ459GUE3c=">AAADDHiclVFNSxxBEK0Z82HWGFe9CLkMWQyKzKZ3IypBQczFgxC/dhUcXXp6ezeN89HM9C6Ycf9ADrnmkJOBIOI1t5BTQPwDHvwJ4lEhlxxSMzsSNqJiDTNd9arem9fdtnREqAg51fSuBw8fPe5+kul52vusL9s/UA79RsB4ifmOH6zbNOSO8HhJCeXwdRlw6toOX7O338b9tSYPQuF7q2pH8k2X1j1RE4wqhCrZfeudy+v0VdmYMUxLeKoSmdYC8qt0zHIbra0orcy4MqxaQFlUla2oaElxVe9aTRpwGQrH90bk6C52W4ZpdMqZHXJj95SrZHMkT5IwrieFNMlBGot+dh8sqIIPDBrgAgcPFOYOUAjx2YACEJCIbUKEWICZSPocWpBBbgOnOE5QRLfxW8dqI0U9rGPNMGEz/IuDb4BMA4bJCTkgF+SYHJIz8udGrSjRiL3s4Gq3uVxW+j4Orfy+k+XiquD9P9atnhXUYCrxKtC7TJB4F6zNb374fLHyZnk4ekm+knP0v0dOyS/cgde8ZN+W+PIXyOAFFP4/7utJuZgvTOSLS+O52bn0KrrhObyAETzvSZiFeViEEjCtV3utTWsz+if9u/5D/9ke1bWUMwgdoR/9BbEKyeI=</latexit>

⌦/V = �
Z ⇤�µ

�⇤+µ

dp

2⇡

|"(p)|
2

�
Z ⇤+µ

�⇤�µ

dp

2⇡

|"(p)|
2

Right-handed Dispersion Left-handed Dispersion
<latexit sha1_base64="Wd3gfOgVg+Ivn3eAUmMoiJy3cl4=">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</latexit>

= ⌦(µ = 0)/V � µ2

2⇡
No mass dependence?

<latexit sha1_base64="qnCBynIX0IO77FUdDOHOMxUthvE=">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</latexit>

n = � @

@µ

⌦

V
=

µ

⇡
Strangely, density is mass blind?
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Puzzle #2

What if there is no chiral spiral at all…
<latexit sha1_base64="/Dw0OB3CCbesuzLTjW8MBWcc8MQ=">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</latexit>

⌦/V = ⌦(µ=0)/V +

✓
�pFµ

2⇡
+

M2

2⇡
ln
���
pF +µ

M

���
◆
✓(µ�M)

<latexit sha1_base64="O47R3ZmRRDZtIaBXuZCx5VRSJ08=">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</latexit>

n =
pF
⇡

✓(µ�M)

<latexit sha1_base64="K8zqBb0FPBPSpxxmF0yGtgzsqp8=">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</latexit>

�⌦/V = �
Z µ

0
dµn(µ)

The spiral phase and the non-spiral phase, which is favored?
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Energy (or Density) Comparison

Density is larger in the spiral phase and the energy is lower.

<latexit sha1_base64="O47R3ZmRRDZtIaBXuZCx5VRSJ08=">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</latexit>

n =
pF
⇡

✓(µ�M)

Why is the density mass independent?

<latexit sha1_base64="OscIwRC57XyD6oEH/tMlTqW53qE=">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</latexit>

n =
µ

⇡

Chiral Spiral

vs.

Homogeneous Phase

Chiral spiral always wins!
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Axial Anomaly in (1+1)D Theory

@µj
µ
A = � e

2⇡
F01

<latexit sha1_base64="naxlidirK9hTDYOYfKseY8gplOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naxlidirK9hTDYOYfKseY8gplOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naxlidirK9hTDYOYfKseY8gplOw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naxlidirK9hTDYOYfKseY8gplOw=">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</latexit>

In (1+1) D the electric field E is the topological charge.

Dirac matrices satisfy: �µ�5 = �✏µ⌫�⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="7FmpvT6H71NJaXybPxwGk8AHcK8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7FmpvT6H71NJaXybPxwGk8AHcK8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7FmpvT6H71NJaXybPxwGk8AHcK8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7FmpvT6H71NJaXybPxwGk8AHcK8=">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</latexit>

n = j0V = j1A = � e

2⇡

Z
dxF01 =

e

⇡
A0 =

µ

⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="K4fsrsmFmmsqIje08ffdSvHvxrY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4fsrsmFmmsqIje08ffdSvHvxrY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4fsrsmFmmsqIje08ffdSvHvxrY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4fsrsmFmmsqIje08ffdSvHvxrY=">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</latexit>

Assuming that the mass is only dynamical.
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U(1)A Breaking by Anomaly

p(R)
F = +qEt p(L)

F = �qEt

dNR,L

dz d2x
=

p(R,L)
F

2⇡
· qB
2⇡

RL

E

p

ER,L

図 1 電場中で ER と EL がシフトする様子．

∆t =
2π

eE L
(15)

だけ経過したところでエネルギーがひとつぶんシ
フトしてほぼ元の状態に戻り，図 1に示すように
ERに沿って負から正エネルギーに粒子ひとつ，EL

に沿って正から負エネルギーに粒子ひとつずれる．
これは物理的には真空から右巻き粒子 (Q5 =

+1) と左巻き正孔 (同じく Q5 = +1) が対生成
することを意味する．ということはカイラル荷が
∆Q5 = +2 だけ変化する．L が十分に大きくて
∆tが小さければ以上の結果を

∂0Q5 =
2

∆t
=

eE L

π
=

L

π
∂0eA1 (16)

とまとめることができる．一様な電場を考えてい
たから右辺に Lが出たが，これは一般には空間積
分であり，Q5 は j05 を空間積分したものだったことを思い出すと，上式を局所的に表せて

∂µj
µ
5 =

e

2π
εµνFµν (17)

と書ける．ただし ε01 = −ε10 = +1 (それ以外の
成分はゼロ)で Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ である．実
際，式 (17)を空間積分して表面項を落とせば左辺
は直ちに式 (16)に一致する．右辺はµ = 0，ν = 1

と µ = 1，ν = 0の和をとってやはり式 (16)に一
致することが確認できる．この式 (17)が（1+1次
元系における）カイラル量子異常である．
この議論で重要なポイントは，∆t だけ経過し

た後の状態が，粒子と正孔の対生成を除いて元の
状態に戻っている，ということである．換言する
とエネルギーがひとつぶんシフトしているのだか
ら Diracの海の深い底，すなわち ER(p ∼ −∞)，

図 2 軸性カレント期待値の計算
EL(p ∼ +∞)付近から流入した∆Q5が p ∼ 0付
近で見えていることになる．これが量子異常が運
動量の無限に大きな端から出てくる，つまり紫外
発散から出てくるといわれる所以である．またこ
の議論から，紫外領域から流入する ∆Q5 は紫外
発散の扱い方 (正則化)に依存することもわかる．
ここではコメントのみに留めるが，電荷保存則を
破らない正則化のもとでは式 (17)が従う．
「量子異常は紫外の物理」とは標語的によくい
われることだが，原子核や物性の実験でどこに紫
外発散があるのか? という疑問をときどき耳にす
る．研究会でも，君の計算には紫外発散が見えな
いのに量子異常とはどういうこと? なんて口撃さ
れることも実際結構あります．上述の議論からす
でに明らかなように，量子異常が観測的に見える
のは p ∼ 0，つまり赤外の物理なのである．
量子異常の赤外の性質は 〈jµ5 〉を直接計算するとよくわかる．何事も下手に悩むより手を動かした
方が早いものです．研究の袋小路に入った学生に
もよく，哲学するより計算したら？とアドバイス
しています．図 2の Feynmanグラフに対応する
式を書き下すと，jµ5 の運動量空間 (以下ではチル
ダ付で表す)の期待値は
〈j̃µ5 〉 = −

∫
d2k

(2π)2
tr

[
γµγ5

i
/k
(−ie)γρ

i
/k + /p

]
Ãρ

(18)

最終的に 〈∂µjµ5 〉 が欲しいから運動量空間では
−ipµ〈j̃µ5 〉 を計算すればよい．p は何でもよいが
赤外の性質を見たいから p ∼ 0としよう．k 積分
して p → 0で落ちる項を無視して−ikνÃρ → F̃νρ

と置き換えれば
〈j̃µ5 〉 =

ie

2π

pµ

p2
εαβF̃αβ (19)

が得られ，p2 → 0に赤外の極を持つことがわかる．
数理科学 NO. 693, MARCH 2021 3
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Chirality changing rate

dN5

dtd3x
=

q2

2π2
E ⋅ B ⇒ ∂μ jμ

A = −
q2

8π2
FμνF̃μν
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(3+1) D Theory?

Lifshitz 
point

the corresponding homogeneous analysis [89]. This is most likely an artifact of the cuto↵ regularization
used in these references, which spoils the GL property.11
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Figure 6: Left: Phase diagram for the NJL model, allowing for CDW-type modulations. The inhomo-
geneous phase corresponds to the the shaded region. Solid (dashed) lines indicate first (second) order
phase boundaries. The blue solid line inside the inhomogeneous region indicates the first-order phase
boundary which is obtained if the analysis is restricted to homogeneous phases. The corresponding CP,
which coincides with the LP, is marked by a dot. Right: Favored values of the amplitude � (black solid
line) and the wave number (divided by 2) Q = q/2 (red dashed line) for T = 0 as functions of µ.

The various model studies all agree that the transition from the homogeneous chirally broken phase
to the CDW phase is of first order. For T = 0 this can be seen from the right figure in Fig. 6, where the
amplitude and the half-wave number Q = q/212 of the favored solution are plotted as functions of the
chemical potential. At the onset of the inhomogeneous phase both quantities change discontinuously,
clearly signalling a first-order phase transition. In particular the wave number jumps from zero to a
finite value and grows further when the chemical potential is increased. The amplitude, on the other
hand, decreases and eventually goes to zero, marking the transition to the chirally restored phase. Since
this happens in a smooth way, we conclude that the phase transition is of second order, which is in
agreement with the findings of Sadzikowski and Broniowski [71]. In contrast, Nakano and Tatsumi
report a weak first-order transition to the restored phase [42]. Although the model details are not
completely identical, we believe that this discrepancy is more a numerical issue, since it is always a
delicate problem to distinguish a weak first-order from a second-order phase transition numerically.
In this context we remind that the GL analysis to 6th order predicts a second-order transition to the
restored phase [44, 83], although the relevance of higher-order terms cannot be excluded.13

We also note that in the “historic” phase diagram of Broniowski et al., Fig. 4, all phase transitions
are first order. Concerning the transition between CDW and restored phase this is simply due to the
fact that, for numerical reasons, the amplitude of the modulation was kept constant in the CDW, and
the thermodynamic potential was only minimized with respect to q. A second-order phase transition
to the restored phase is therefore obviously excluded by construction. The first-order phase transition
between the two homogeneous phases in Fig. 4, on the other hand, can be traced back to the omission
of the Dirac sea, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.

11In addition, Sadzikowski and Broniowski expanded the thermodynamic potential in powers of ~q 2 and neglected terms
of O(~q 4). In this way the model becomes e↵ectively a QM model where the Dirac sea is regularized by a finite cuto↵.

12 In the literature there are two standard definitions of the CDW modulations, which di↵er by a factor of 2 in the
periodicity. In this review, we reserve the letter q for the true wave number, cf. Eq. (88), while the introduction of Q = q/2
is motivated by the fact that in 1 + 1 dimensions one finds q = 2µ and hence Q = µ. In 3 + 1 dimensions Q is lower but
expected to approach µ at high chemical potentials.

13 Indeed, in Ref. [83] the 8th-order coe�cient was found to be negative in the relevant region. A similar e↵ect was
found in Ref. [72] in the context of color superconductivity.
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Likely candidate from NJL

Review: Buballa-Carignano (2014)
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Possible relation to the QCD Critical Point

mB

T t-direction
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<latexit sha1_base64="iZ7urMEx/cOWiKvJkvsPoR3s+QA=">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</latexit>

⌦(M) ⇠ aM2 + bM4 + cM6

a = 0 : 2-nd order
a = b = 0 : Tricritical

Assumed to be positive for stability
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In the massless NJL model:
<latexit sha1_base64="iZ7urMEx/cOWiKvJkvsPoR3s+QA=">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</latexit>

⌦(M) ⇠ aM2 + bM4 + cM6

Nickel (2008)

<latexit sha1_base64="Efs49L5nBUTZm9kVkVcPAX0Zv6g=">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</latexit>

⌦(M, q) ! aM2 + bM4 + cM6 + dq2M2 + · · ·

Inhomogeneous condensates induce ∂M ≠ 0

It happens to result in  !b ∝ d

Spatial inhomogeneity occurs for d < 0 (Lifshitz point)

Lifshitz point and QCD CP coincide!
77
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Fluctuation effects
It is known by now that phonon fluctuations wash out 
the inhomogeneous condensates but a remnant remains 
 = Quasi Long-Range Order

Hidaka-Kamikado-Kanazawa-Noumi (2015)

Chiral condensate vanishes with IR divergence at finite T, 
but the power-law correlation persists, indicating that 
higher-order condensates survive…

<latexit sha1_base64="e+4x+OxFErgktbzs6Y4E7kHPa+0=">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</latexit>

hM(x)i = 0 hM2(x)i 6= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="iV7EYL5GPMAESVv/Uc0535h4DdY=">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</latexit>

(Z2)R ⇥ (Z2)L

This is called “Stern Phase”
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Stern Phases

The phase diagram of dense QCD 10

breaking is driven by the expectation value of an operator which transforms as
(Nf , N∗

f ) + (N∗
f , Nf) under chiral symmetry. A simplest choice of the order parameter

for the chiral symmetry breaking is a bilinear form called the chiral condensate,

〈ψ̄ψ〉 = 〈ψ̄RψL + ψ̄LψR〉, (8)

where colour and flavour indices of the quark fields are to be summed. If the above
chiral condensate is non-vanishing even after taking the limit of zero quark masses,
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken according to the pattern G → H with

G = SU(Nf)L × SU(Nf)R × U(1)B × Z2Nf (9)
H = SU(Nf)V × U(1)B. (10)

This leads to N2
f − 1 massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons for Nf > 1. The U(1)A

symmetry in the classical level of the QCD Lagrangian is broken down explicitly to
Z2Nf in the quantum level. Then, the U(1)A current is no longer conserved (U(1)A
anomaly); ‡

∂µjµ
5 = −g2Nf

32π2
εαβµνF a

αβF a
µν . (11)

The right-hand side of the above relation is nothing but the topological charge density.
Thus, gauge configurations with non-trivial topology are microscopically responsible
for the U(1)A anomaly. In other words, the U(1)A current could be approximately
conserved if the gauge configurations are dominated by topologically trivial sectors.
We will come back to this point later to address an effective restoration of U(1)A
symmetry in the medium [80].

Note that (8) is not a unique choice for the order parameter [81, 82, 83, 84]. For
example, one may consider the following four-quark condensate,

〈
ψ̄

λa

2
(1 − γ5)ψ · ψ̄ λa

2
(1 + γ5)ψ

〉
=

〈
ψ̄RλaψL · ψ̄LλaψR

〉
. (12)

If this is non-vanishing, the ground state breaks chiral symmetry G to H × (ZNf )A
where (ZNf )A corresponds to a discrete axial rotation. If the bilinear condensate (8)
is non-zero, the four-quark condensate (12) takes a finite value in general. However,
a non-zero value of (12) does not necessarily enforce a finite value of (8). In fact, if
(ZNf )A symmetry is left unbroken, (8) must vanish. As long as the Dirac determinant
in QCD is positive definite, possibility of unbroken (ZNf )A symmetry has been ruled
out by the exact QCD inequality [82]. However, it is not necessary the case for finite
µB.

3.3. Diquark condensate and colour superconductivity

QCD at high baryon density shows a novel mechanism of spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking [85]. The fundamental degrees of freedom in the CSC phase with three colours
and three flavours are the diquarks defined as

(ϕL)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψL)T
βjC(ψL)γk, (ϕR)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψR)T

βjC(ψR)γk, (13)

where (i, j, k) are flavour indices and (α,β, γ) are colour indices. Note that the charge
conjugation matrix C = iγ2γ0 is necessary to make ϕR/L be Lorentz scalar. Then,

‡ The anomaly relation does not necessarily guarantee the absence of the massless Nambu-Goldstone
boson. In the Schwinger model which is an exactly solvable QCD analogue, the U(1)A problem is
resolved by the Kogut-Susskind dipole ghosts.
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QCD at high baryon density shows a novel mechanism of spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking [85]. The fundamental degrees of freedom in the CSC phase with three colours
and three flavours are the diquarks defined as

(ϕL)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψL)T
βjC(ψL)γk, (ϕR)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψR)T

βjC(ψR)γk, (13)

where (i, j, k) are flavour indices and (α,β, γ) are colour indices. Note that the charge
conjugation matrix C = iγ2γ0 is necessary to make ϕR/L be Lorentz scalar. Then,

‡ The anomaly relation does not necessarily guarantee the absence of the massless Nambu-Goldstone
boson. In the Schwinger model which is an exactly solvable QCD analogue, the U(1)A problem is
resolved by the Kogut-Susskind dipole ghosts.

Is this a unique way to break chiral symmetry?
Stern proposed the following:

However, this possibility was immediately falsified 
from the QCD inequality by Kogan et al. 
(pseudo-scalar susceptibility should be the largest)
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QCD inequality breaks down at finite density
→ Color Super Conductivity

Fermi Surface µq ⇠ 500 MeV ! ⇢ ⇠ 10⇢0

3 ⇥ 3 ! 3̄Attractive Force
q

p2F +m2
s = µq

! pF ' µq �
m2

s

2µq

Gap and Fermi surface mismatch are of the same order
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Color Triplet 
(antisymmetric)

Color Sextet 
(symmetric)

The phase diagram of dense QCD 24

whether the higher moments are in practice better measures for the QCD critical point
search.

From the above discussions one might have thought that the soft mode at the
critical point is the σ meson, but the fact is that the density fluctuation is rather to
be responsible for the critical property. To clarify this point it is useful to consider
the following Ginzburg-Landau expansion [162, 163];

F [σ,ϕ] = − ω2

Γ
σ2 − iω

λq2
ϕ2 + V [σ,ϕ] (50)

V [σ,ϕ] = aσ2 + bσ4 + cσ6 − hσ + γσ2ϕ+
1
2
ϕ2 − jϕ. (51)

Here ϕ represents one of conserved charge densities such as the baryon density nB

with an appropriate normalization. The equilibrium values of σ and ϕ are fixed by
∂V/∂σ = 0 and ∂V/∂ϕ = 0. The dynamics is solved by the kinetic equations of
motion ∂F/∂σ = 0 and ∂F/∂ϕ = 0, which leads to the eigen-frequencies [163],

χ−1
σ =

ω2
0

Γ
= χ−1

h + 4γ2σ2, χ−1
ϕ =

iωd

λq2
=

χ−1
h

χ−1
h + 4γ2σ2

, (52)

where ω0 and ωd are eigen-frequencies which are identified as the σ and density modes,
respectively. The notation χh represents the chiral susceptibility without the density
mixing taken into account, which diverges at the critical point. It is apparent from
the above expressions that the soft mode at the QCD critical point is the density
fluctuation and the σ-meson mode is a decoupled fast mode. This also explains in a
natural way why only the screening mass of the σ meson becomes vanishing at the
critical point, while the pole mass never does [159].

4. Formation of the diquark condensate

It is an interesting theoretical question to consider the ground state of quark matter at
T ≈ 0 with extremely large value of µq (here we entirely use µq instead of µB because
our central interest is quark degrees of freedom). Then, one may consider Cooper’s
stability test [68, 69]. Since QCD has an attractive interaction among quarks in the
perturbative regime, that is, the one-gluon exchange potential is proportional to two
quark SU(Nc) charges;

(ta)ij(ta)kl = −Nc + 1
4Nc

(
δijδkl − δilδkj

)
+

Nc − 1
4Nc

(
δijδkl + δilδkj

)
. (53)

The first term is anti-symmetric for the replacement between (i, k) or (j, l), which
represents the anti-triplet channel. This becomes clear if we use εaikεajl = 2(δijδkl −
δilδkj). The latter term is symmetric representing the sextet channel. It is apparent
from (53) that the anti-triplet channel has an attractive interaction. It is known
that two particles sitting on a sharp Fermi sphere feeling an attractive interaction
between them have an instability towards formation of the Cooper pair condensation.
Therefore, at least at asymptotically high density, the existence of the superconducting
phase in which diquarks condensate, i.e. the colour-superconducting phase is inevitable
[68, 69, 164, 165, 166].

Because quarks carry not only spin but also colour and flavour, there are many
pairing patterns possible. Let us classify the members of the CSC phases here.
Hereafter we use the following notation; the (Greek) colour indices α, β, γ run from 1
to 3 meaning r (red), g (green) and b (blue) in order, and in the same way the (Roman)

Attractive Repulsive

Dominant Always mixed with triplet 
No new physics brought in 
Harmlessly neglected

Only this channel considered 
  (flavor) (spin) (orbital) 
   should be symmetric

Color Interaction
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Spin-dependent Part Breit Interaction

Hcolor-spin = ↵s

X

i 6=j

Mij(�i · �j)(si · sj)
color spin

> spin-singlet (antisymmetric) + flavor triplet (antisymmetric) 

    
> spin-triplet (symmetric) + flavor sextet (symmetric)

(si · sj)|0i = �(3/4)|0i

(si · sj)|1i = +(1/4)|1i

Good Diquark

Bad Diquark
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N : S = 1/2 D : S = 3/2

d

u u

u

u u

S = 0 S = 1

Hcolor-spin = �3

4
C Hcolor-spin = +

3

4
C

Hcolor-spin = �3

4
C Hcolor-spin = +

1

4
C

confirmed in lattice QCD

no more s-s int. S · s = 1/2

mbad �mgood ⇡ 2

3
(M� �MN )
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Diquark Condensate (NOT GAUGE INV!)

�↵i / "↵��"ijkh ̄�ji�
5C ̄T

�ki

Color-Flavor Locking Ansatz

�ud

up-down 
up-down

down-strange 
down-strange

�ds

strange-up 
strange-up

�su
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Gauge Invariant Characterization

The phase diagram of dense QCD 10

breaking is driven by the expectation value of an operator which transforms as
(Nf , N∗

f ) + (N∗
f , Nf) under chiral symmetry. A simplest choice of the order parameter

for the chiral symmetry breaking is a bilinear form called the chiral condensate,

〈ψ̄ψ〉 = 〈ψ̄RψL + ψ̄LψR〉, (8)

where colour and flavour indices of the quark fields are to be summed. If the above
chiral condensate is non-vanishing even after taking the limit of zero quark masses,
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken according to the pattern G → H with

G = SU(Nf)L × SU(Nf)R × U(1)B × Z2Nf (9)
H = SU(Nf)V × U(1)B. (10)

This leads to N2
f − 1 massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons for Nf > 1. The U(1)A

symmetry in the classical level of the QCD Lagrangian is broken down explicitly to
Z2Nf in the quantum level. Then, the U(1)A current is no longer conserved (U(1)A
anomaly); ‡

∂µjµ
5 = −g2Nf

32π2
εαβµνF a

αβF a
µν . (11)

The right-hand side of the above relation is nothing but the topological charge density.
Thus, gauge configurations with non-trivial topology are microscopically responsible
for the U(1)A anomaly. In other words, the U(1)A current could be approximately
conserved if the gauge configurations are dominated by topologically trivial sectors.
We will come back to this point later to address an effective restoration of U(1)A
symmetry in the medium [80].

Note that (8) is not a unique choice for the order parameter [81, 82, 83, 84]. For
example, one may consider the following four-quark condensate,

〈
ψ̄

λa

2
(1 − γ5)ψ · ψ̄ λa

2
(1 + γ5)ψ

〉
=

〈
ψ̄RλaψL · ψ̄LλaψR

〉
. (12)

If this is non-vanishing, the ground state breaks chiral symmetry G to H × (ZNf )A
where (ZNf )A corresponds to a discrete axial rotation. If the bilinear condensate (8)
is non-zero, the four-quark condensate (12) takes a finite value in general. However,
a non-zero value of (12) does not necessarily enforce a finite value of (8). In fact, if
(ZNf )A symmetry is left unbroken, (8) must vanish. As long as the Dirac determinant
in QCD is positive definite, possibility of unbroken (ZNf )A symmetry has been ruled
out by the exact QCD inequality [82]. However, it is not necessary the case for finite
µB.

3.3. Diquark condensate and colour superconductivity

QCD at high baryon density shows a novel mechanism of spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking [85]. The fundamental degrees of freedom in the CSC phase with three colours
and three flavours are the diquarks defined as

(ϕL)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψL)T
βjC(ψL)γk, (ϕR)αi ∼ εαβγ εijk(ψR)T

βjC(ψR)γk, (13)

where (i, j, k) are flavour indices and (α,β, γ) are colour indices. Note that the charge
conjugation matrix C = iγ2γ0 is necessary to make ϕR/L be Lorentz scalar. Then,

‡ The anomaly relation does not necessarily guarantee the absence of the massless Nambu-Goldstone
boson. In the Schwinger model which is an exactly solvable QCD analogue, the U(1)A problem is
resolved by the Kogut-Susskind dipole ghosts.
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ϕ†
R/L is a triplet both in colour and flavour, so that it transforms in the same way as

the quark field ψR/L.
Under certain gauge fixing, one may consider the expectation values of these

operators. They are called the diquark condensates as will be discussed further in
section 6. Instead, we can also construct an analogue of (8) in terms of the diquarks,

〈ϕ†
RϕL〉 + 〈ϕ†

LϕR〉, (14)

where colour and flavour indices are summed. This is a gauge-invariant four-quark
condensate which characterizes the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in CSC
[13]. Unlike the bilinear operator in (8), the four-quark operator here keeps additional
invariance (Z2)L× (Z2)R corresponding to the reflections; ψL → −ψL and ψR → −ψR.

In the CSC phase, not only chiral symmetry but also U(1)B symmetry associated
with the baryon number conservation may be spontaneously broken. A colour singlet
order parameter to detect such symmetry breaking can be

εαβγεijk

〈
(ϕR/L)αi (ϕR/L)βj (ϕR/L)γk

〉
. (15)

The six-quark operator here breaks U(1)B with its Z6 subgroup maintained. If
this condensate is non-zero, there appears exactly massless Nambu-Goldstone boson
because the baryon number symmetry is an exact symmetry in the QCD Lagrangian.

4. Chiral phase transition at finite temperature

The chiral phase transition at finite T with µB = 0 has been and is being extensively
studied by the renormalization group method near the critical point à la Ginzburg-
Landau-Wilson and by the lattice-QCD simulations. In this section we will briefly
summarize the current status of these studies. (See [39] for further details.)

4.1. Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson analysis

If the phase transition is of second order or of weak first order, one may write down
the free-energy functional in terms of the order parameter field Φ as a power series
of Φ/Tc. The large fluctuation of Φ near the critical point is then taken into account
by the renormalization group method. This is called the Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson
approach. For chiral phase transition in QCD, the relevant order parameter field is
a Nf × Nf matrix in flavour space, Φij ∼ 〈ψ̄j(1 − γ5)ψi〉. The Ginzburg-Landau free
energy in three spatial dimensions (D = 3) up to the quartic order in Φij becomes
[36, 47];

Ω[Φ] =
1
2

tr∇Φ†∇Φ +
1
2
µ2 trΦ†Φ − π2g1

3
(
trΦ†Φ

)2 − π2g2

3
tr

(
Φ†Φ

)2
.(16)

Note that Φ transforms as Φ → VLΦV †
R and hence Ω[Φ] is fully symmetric under the

chiral rotation, U(Nf)L × U(Nf)R. Also, effects of temperature T enter through the
parameters µ2, g1, and g2. The renormalization group analysis of (16) on the basis on
the leading-order ε(= 4−D) expansion leads to a conclusion that there is no stable IR
fixed point for Nf >

√
3 [36]. This implies that the thermal phase transition described

by (16) is of the fluctuation-induced first order for two or more flavours.
In QCD, however, there is U(1)A anomaly and the correct symmetry is SU(Nf)L×

SU(Nf)R × U(1)B for Nf massless quarks. The lowest dimensional operator which

Stern phase order parameter
<latexit sha1_base64="iV7EYL5GPMAESVv/Uc0535h4DdY=">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</latexit>

(Z2)R ⇥ (Z2)L

cf.  Color superconductor is not topological unlike QED 
because the Cooper pair is (anti) triplet charged. 
Color sextet condensates would change the story…
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�ud,�ds,�su 6= 0 CFL Phase

�ds = 0,�su,�ud 6= 0 uSC Phase

�su = 0,�ds,�ud 6= 0 dSC Phase

�ud = 0,�ds,�su 6= 0 sSC Phase

�ds = �su = 0,�ud 6= 0 2SC Phase

�su = �ud = 0,�ds 6= 0 2SCds Phase

�ud = �ds = 0,�su 6= 0 2SCsu Phase
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Matching of Symmetry Breaking Patterns

Baryons: 8+1 (low-lying) Quarks: 3color × 3flavor = 9

qqq
qqq

Condensate
ExcitationFlavor 

Triplet

hudi hdsi hsui Diquark condensates break chiral symmetry 
in the same way as the hadronic phase.

Diquarks realize duality between baryons and quarks!

Dense QCD may have more stringent duality than 
crossover at high T…
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det  ̄Lj Ri + det  ̄Rj Li

! detRim ̄Ln RmL†
nj + detLim ̄Rn LmR†

nj

U(1)A breaking interaction

For Nf =3, this is a six point interaction:

⇠ h  ih ̄ ̄ih ̄ i
Anomaly induces 
 a mixing between 
  mesons and diquarks

July 8 @ RCNP 35

Instanton-induced Diquarks

Mixing between quark-antiquark and diquark-
antidiquark can be taken into account quantitatively 
through the instanton-induced interaction

Mixing Decay

't Hooft-Isidori-Maiani-Polosa-Riquer (2008)

Necessary couplings of the instanton-induced interaction
are consistent with each other  →  A consistent picture

’t Hooft-Isidori-Maiani- 
-Polosa-Riquer (2008)
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The phase diagram of dense QCD 32

quark-hadron continuity

s = 0
D ~ 0

s ~ 0
D = 0

s > D = 0\
\

\~ D > s = 0\~

U(1)A BrokenU(1)A Symmetric

induced by D s2

mq

Figure 9. Schematic figure of the realization of the quark-hadron continuity
by the presence of the σ∆2 interaction term which induces σ != 0 driven by
substantially large ∆ near the first-order phase boundary.

An interesting question is, if the Quark-Hadron continuity is the case, how
collective excitations in respective phases can be smoothly connected to each other.
The nature of the Nambu-Goldstone bosons, i.e. the (CFL) pions and kaons should
reflect the ground state properties. Using the chiral effective Lagrangian approach
[187] their energy dispersions are, in the presence of ms != 0 and µe != 0, read as
[188, 189]

επ±(p) = ±µe +
√

v2p2 + M2
π± ,

εK±(p) = ±µe ∓
m2

s

2µq
+

√
v2p2 + M2

K± ,

εK0(p) = − m2
s

2µq
+

√
v2p2 + M2

K0 , (79)

where v2 = 1/3 at high density. The CFL meson masses are given by

M2
π± = a(mu + md)ms + χ(mu + md),

M2
K± = a(mu + ms)md + χ(mu + ms),

M2
K0 = a(md + ms)mu + χ(md + ms). (80)

Here a = 3∆2/(π2f2
π) with f2

π = (21 − 8 ln 2)µ2
q/(36π2) at high density and χ

parametrizes the contribution of U(1)A-breaking instanton effects which generate 〈ψ̄ψ〉
and therefore contribute to the CFL meson masses.

In the absence of the instanton term (χ = 0), if ms ! m1/3∆2/3 where m is either
mu or md, the energies for K+ and K0 become negative. The electron contribution to
the thermodynamic potential favours the K0 condensation. This opens a new phase
region on the dense-QCD phase diagram in which the superfluidity of K0 meson
is realized. Such a CFL state with K0 condensation is called the CFL-K0 phase
[190, 191, 192, 193]. The phase structure with inclusion of the CFL-K0 phase and its
variants is also investigated in the NJL-type model [194, 195]. The onset of the K0

condensation depends on the instanton χ strength.
In view of (80) the meson mass ordering is Mπ± > MK± & MK0 for ms ' mu ≈

md and χ ≈ 0, which is inverse of the ordinary ordering [188]. This is, however,
natural from the diquark picture as already implied by the order parameter (15) in
which CFL-σ meson consists of two diquarks, i.e. q̄q̄qq. The Nambu-Goldstone bosons
are accordingly composed from q̄q̄qq; CFL-π+ contains a d̄s̄ diquark that transforms
like u quarks and an su diquark like d̄ quarks, while CFL-K+ a d̄s̄ diquark and a
ud diquark like s̄ quarks. Therefore CFL-K+ has a d quark instead of an s quark as

No phase transition because ⇠ ��⇤M

U(1)A breaking interactionHatsuda-Tachibana- 
-Yamamoto-Baym (2006)
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Fradkin-Shenker (1979)

Connected 
smoothly

Nuclear 
Matter

Color 
Superconductor

Schaefer-Wilzcek, PRL (1999)
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2

Neutron superfluid Color superconductor

d
u

du

d
d

u d

d

d
u

d

u d

d

d

u
d

nB
⇠ n0 ⇠ 5n0 ⇠ 10n0

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of quark-hadron continuity be-
tween neutron superfluid and color superconductor. Cooper
pairing of neutrons (indicated by dashed line) continuously
connects to pairing of quarks in diquark condensates.

negative with increasing energy of the two nucleons, indi-
cating that the pairing interaction turns from attractive
to repulsive with increasing Fermi energy. Consequently,
pairing in the 1

S0 channel is disfavored at high densities
and taken over by pairing in the 3

P2 channel. This prop-
erty is attributed to the significant attraction selectively
generated by the spin-orbit interaction in the triplet P -
wave with total angular momentum J = 2. All other
isospin I = 1 S- and P -wave NN phase shifts are smaller
or repulsive in matter dominated by neutrons. Various
aspects and properties of 3

P2 superfluidity inside neu-
tron stars, from its role in neutron star cooling to pulsar
glitches, are subject to continuing explorations (see, e.g.,
Refs. [27, 28] and [29]). A recent advanced analysis of
pairing in neutron matter based on chiral e↵ective the-
ory (EFT) interactions including three-body forces can
be found in Ref. [30].

Our aim in this work is to investigate the continu-
ity between superfluid neutron matter and two-flavor
quark matter with 1

S0 and 3
P2 superfluidity. Related

two-flavor NJL model studies have been reported in
Refs. [31, 32]. Here our point is to collect and discuss
the arguments which do indeed suggest that the conti-
nuity concept applies to superfluid pairing when passing
from neutron matter to u-d-quark matter with a surplus
of d-quarks, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. We
should emphasize that our “continuity” would not ex-
clude rapid but continuous changes in relevant physical
degrees of freedom, but we shall rather focus on a logical
possibility of smooth crossover from neutron matter to
quark matter. In fact, as we will discuss later, the chiral
symmetry breaking in the density region of continuity or
crossover of our interest may be far suppressed than that
in the low-density hadronic phase and in the CFL phase.
One scenario of the phase diagram presumed here is as
follows; the chiral symmetry breaking diminishes in dense
nuclear matter and its scale may become much smaller in
the continuity region between nuclear and quark matter
but yet it is nonzero as we address later. Eventually the
chiral symmetry breaking would be enhanced again once
the CFL condensates form.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we de-

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of quark-hadron continuity be-
tween the 3P2 neutron superfluid and the 2SC + hddi color
superconductor.

scribe some general physical properties of dense neu-
tron star matter and motivate the continuity between
hadronic matter and quark matter from a dynamical
point of view. Section III recalls the conventional quark-
hadron continuity scenario based on symmetry breaking
pattern considerations. In Sec. IV, we show how the or-
der parameter of 3

P2 neutron superfluidity can be rear-
ranged into two-flavor superconducting (2SC) hudi and
superfluid hddi diquark condensates. Section V clarifies
the microscopic mechanism that induces the hddi con-
densate in the 3

P2 state. In Sec. VIA, we demonstrate
that the 3

P2 hddi diquark condensate can be related to
a macroscopic observable, namely the pressure compo-
nent of the energy-momentum tensor. This in turn is
an important ingredient in neutron star theories. For
an isolated nucleon it is also a key subject of deeply-
virtual Compton scattering measurements at JLab [33].
In Sec. VIB, discussions are followed by a suggestive ob-
servation for the necessity of “2SC+X” to fit the cooling
pattern, where X may well be identified with the d-quark
pairing. Finally, Sec. VII summarizes our findings.

II. ABUNDANCE OF NEUTRONS AND DOWN
QUARKS IN NEUTRON STAR MATTER

In the extreme environment realized inside neutron
stars, the conditions of �-equilibrium and electric charge
neutrality must be satisfied. A crude but qualitatively
acceptable picture is that of a degenerate Fermi gas of
protons/neutrons and u, d quarks. Interaction e↵ects will
be taken into account later, but let us first consider free
particles and briefly overview the qualitative character of
the matter under consideration. Here, we assume matter
at densities around the onset of u, d quarks where the
onset of strangeness degrees of freedom may not occur
yet. This assumption is in accordance with the current
two-solar-mass pulsar constraints [34].
The �-equilibrium imposes a condition on the chemical

potentials of participating particles:

µn = µp + µe , µd = µu + µe , (1)

Fujimoto-Fukushima-Weise (2020)

No change in global symmetry 
No need to have a phase transition
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Quarks spin-1/2 (fermions) 6 flavors  colorsNc

(transform in the SU( ) fundamental rep.)Nc

red / green / blue

rr  rg  rb  gr  gg  gb  br  bg  bb  - (rr+gg+bb)

Gluons spin-1 (bosons)  colorsN2
c − 1
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Theoretical Preparation: Large-Nc Counting

i Aij
i i

j


j j

~

~

Figure 9: (Left) Double-line notation: a quark and anti-quark are represented by a single-line, while
the gauge fields involve two lines as a combination of the fundamental and anti-fundamental indices.
(Right) Quark loops are suppressed by 1/Nc as compared to gluon loops in the large-Nc limit.

M M(a) ~ Nc 

M M

g

g

(b) ~ g  Nc 2 (c) M M

gg

g g

(d) M M

gg

g g

2 ~ g  Nc 4 3

~ g  Nc 4

Figure 10: Nc counting for the meson two-point function. (a) Tree-level diagram. (b) First loop
correction g

2
N

2

c
⇠ Nc. (c) Next planar loop correction g

4
N

3

c
⇠ Nc. (d) Non-planar loop correction

g
4
Nc ⇠ N

�1

c
.

In the large-Nc limit, using the double-line notation, it is easy to make sure that quark loops are
always suppressed by 1/Nc as compared to gluon loops and thus diagrams with only gluon loops are
dominant (see the right of Fig. 9). This is a crucial feature in thinking of the thermodynamics of QCD
in the large-Nc approximation. In other words, whenever we talk about the quark and baryon properties
in the large-Nc limit, we treat such baryonic degrees of freedom as a probe into the gluonic system that
is not perturbed by the insertion of baryons (i.e. probe approximation).

The next important observation in the large-Nc limit is that the so-called non-planar diagrams are
suppressed by at least 1/N2

c
as compared to the planar diagrams. To see this, let us consider the two-

point function of the meson composite fieldM ⇠  ̄ as drawn in Fig. 10. It is obvious that the tree-level
diagram connecting two meson fields consists of simple one-loop with two lines, making a contribution
of O(Nc) (see Fig. 10 (a)). The next contribution at the two-loop level is shown in Fig. 10 (b), that
has an extra factor by g

2
Nc than the tree-level contribution. Therefore, in this way, every time the

loop order is incremented, a factor g2Nc at least is multiplied. Therefore, to construct the meson two-
point function in a non-perturbative and non-diverging way, the strong coupling constant must scale
as g

2
⇠ 1/Nc (or so-called ’t Hooft coupling � ⌘ g

2
Nc is kept fixed), and then the contribution from
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Figure 20: (Left) Schematic phase diagram of large-Nc QCD. The pressure is O(N0

c
) in the hadronic

phase, O(N2

c
) in the deconfined phase, and O(N1

c
) in quarkyonic matter. (Right) Baryon-baryon

interaction of O(Nc) in the large-Nc limit. The exchanged quarks should have the same color. If they
have the di↵erent color, one gluon exchange is necessary.

4.5 Quarkyonic matter

In the large-Nc limit the deconfinement phase transition is well-defined and the phase structure asso-
ciated with deconfinement is quite simple. As we have seen in Sec. 3.5 quark loops are suppressed by
1/Nc as compared to gluons, and yet, matter with finite baryon density may appear if the chemical
potential is large enough. What does nuclear matter look like in the large-Nc limit? We already have
su�cient ingredients to tackle this question – we have discussed a Skyrme crystal in Sec. 3.5.2 and
discovered a large-Nc phase diagram in Fig. 14. We have also clarified the order parameter behavior in
Fig. 17 obtained in the PNJL model in which the large-Nc limit is implicitly assumed [263].

4.5.1 Phase diagram and the pressure

Apart from the fate of chiral symmetry, the phase diagram of large-Nc QCD is as simple as in the left
panel of Fig. 20, which is equivalent to Fig. 14 without a curve representing T�. The horizontal line at
T = Td is the deconfinement phase boundary below which only glueballs exist, the pressure of which
should be of O(N0

c
). Because there are (N2

c
� 1) gluons in the deconfined phase, the pressure sharply

jumps from O(N0

c
) in the glueball (or hadronic) phase to O(N2

c
) in the deconfined phase. An onset for

a finite quark density is located at µq = mq and, if finite-density matter behaves as a free quark gas,
its pressure is ⇠ Ncµ

4

q
. Hence, the deconfinement phase boundary cannot be a↵ected by quarks unless

Ncµ
4

q
becomes comparable to N

2

c
, namely, µq ⇠ O(N1/4

c ). Eventually, for µq ⇠ O(N1/2
c ), quarks are no

longer suppressed by 1/Nc which is compensated by µ
2

q
from the quark loop, and the gluon interactions

are screened by dynamical quarks.
The above argument suggests that the pressure in the right-bottom part is of O(N1

c
), which is

indeed the case if the state of matter is a (nearly) free quark gas and µq ⇠ O(N0

c
). Such an argument

is, however, too näıve; as is clear from Fig. 14 in the Sakai-Sugimoto model, the ground state in the low-
T and high-µq region is identified as nuclear matter rather than quark matter. This is also consistent
with model studies as in Fig. 17 which implies quark confinement with small � in this region. In fact,
gluons are confined below Td, and it would be quite reasonable to assume that quarks are also confined
there.

In Ref. [21] it was pointed out that the pressure of large-Nc nuclear matter is of O(N1

c
) and it

resembles a pressure of quark matter. In nuclear matter at large Nc nucleons are infinitely heavy
and static, so that their kinetic energy is suppressed by 1/MN ⇠ O(N�1

c
) and the dominant pressure

contribution comes from the NN interaction. Such a situation is correctly incorporated as a Skyrme

59

Strongly Interacting Baryons ~ Free Quarks

     Quark Matter     

Diquarks are suppressed at large Nc.
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This is NOT the end of the story!

N N

¼

If there are infinitely many quarks, 
mesons do not interact, but 
baryons do interact very strongly!

Pressure of Quark Matter

Pressure of Baryonic Matter

Kinetic Energy ~ O(Nc)

Interaction Energy ~ O(Nc)
Quarkyonic
McLerran-Pisarski (2008)
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c
) in the hadronic

phase, O(N2
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) in the deconfined phase, and O(N1

c
) in quarkyonic matter. (Right) Baryon-baryon

interaction of O(Nc) in the large-Nc limit. The exchanged quarks should have the same color. If they
have the di↵erent color, one gluon exchange is necessary.

4.5 Quarkyonic matter

In the large-Nc limit the deconfinement phase transition is well-defined and the phase structure asso-
ciated with deconfinement is quite simple. As we have seen in Sec. 3.5 quark loops are suppressed by
1/Nc as compared to gluons, and yet, matter with finite baryon density may appear if the chemical
potential is large enough. What does nuclear matter look like in the large-Nc limit? We already have
su�cient ingredients to tackle this question – we have discussed a Skyrme crystal in Sec. 3.5.2 and
discovered a large-Nc phase diagram in Fig. 14. We have also clarified the order parameter behavior in
Fig. 17 obtained in the PNJL model in which the large-Nc limit is implicitly assumed [263].

4.5.1 Phase diagram and the pressure

Apart from the fate of chiral symmetry, the phase diagram of large-Nc QCD is as simple as in the left
panel of Fig. 20, which is equivalent to Fig. 14 without a curve representing T�. The horizontal line at
T = Td is the deconfinement phase boundary below which only glueballs exist, the pressure of which
should be of O(N0

c
). Because there are (N2

c
� 1) gluons in the deconfined phase, the pressure sharply

jumps from O(N0

c
) in the glueball (or hadronic) phase to O(N2

c
) in the deconfined phase. An onset for

a finite quark density is located at µq = mq and, if finite-density matter behaves as a free quark gas,
its pressure is ⇠ Ncµ

4

q
. Hence, the deconfinement phase boundary cannot be a↵ected by quarks unless

Ncµ
4

q
becomes comparable to N

2

c
, namely, µq ⇠ O(N1/4

c ). Eventually, for µq ⇠ O(N1/2
c ), quarks are no

longer suppressed by 1/Nc which is compensated by µ
2

q
from the quark loop, and the gluon interactions

are screened by dynamical quarks.
The above argument suggests that the pressure in the right-bottom part is of O(N1

c
), which is

indeed the case if the state of matter is a (nearly) free quark gas and µq ⇠ O(N0

c
). Such an argument

is, however, too näıve; as is clear from Fig. 14 in the Sakai-Sugimoto model, the ground state in the low-
T and high-µq region is identified as nuclear matter rather than quark matter. This is also consistent
with model studies as in Fig. 17 which implies quark confinement with small � in this region. In fact,
gluons are confined below Td, and it would be quite reasonable to assume that quarks are also confined
there.

In Ref. [21] it was pointed out that the pressure of large-Nc nuclear matter is of O(N1

c
) and it

resembles a pressure of quark matter. In nuclear matter at large Nc nucleons are infinitely heavy
and static, so that their kinetic energy is suppressed by 1/MN ⇠ O(N�1

c
) and the dominant pressure

contribution comes from the NN interaction. Such a situation is correctly incorporated as a Skyrme
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Strongly Interacting Baryons ~ Free Quarks

Chiral Spirals 
(Inhomogeneous!)
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NN, NNN, NNNN, …. 
all many-body interactions 
become the same order 
of O(Nc) around ~ 2n0 
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 HRG Lattice pQCD

High-T has been understood by HRG + pQCD

High-Density
2

FIG. 1. Comparison of the EoS in this work (HDLpt) and
other EoSs. The blue and the orange bands represent our
results and the preceding results from Refs. [12, 23], re-
spectively, with ⇤̄ = µ � 4µ. The green band is from the
�EFT [24]. The red band shows the EoS inferred from the
Neural Networks in the machine learning analysis of the neu-
tron star observation [22]. The dashed black line is the APR
EoS extrapolated from the nuclear side [25].

extrapolated EoSs from the nuclear side, the Bayesian
analysis has been recognized as a powerful instrument
for the inference analysis to identify the most likely EoS
based on the observational data [17–19] (see Ref. [20] for
a review). Recently, the Machine Learning technique has
been also advocated as a complementary method to infer
the EoS [21, 22]. It would be of utmost importance to
make a direct comparison of the inferred EoS candidates
and the QCD-based estimates. To this end, we are urged
to reduce uncertainty and widen the validity region of
the pQCD or HDLpt calculations.

In this Letter we will report the first successful at-
tempt to construct a better convergent EoS from the
HDLpt framework incorporating the strange quark mass
e↵ect. From the technical point of view, we adopt the
resummation schemes in the gluon sector as prescribed
in Ref. [4] and in the quark sector as in Ref. [15] with our
own extension to cope with the strange quark mass. Our
expressions are given in the form of exact integrations
without any expansion in terms of the screening mass as
in Ref. [7].

Central results: Since technical details are cumber-
some, we shall first present our central results in Fig. 1
and then proceed to technical details later. Not to
make the comparison on the figure too busy, we chose
only a few representative EoSs from the nuclear side;
namely, the EoS extrapolated from the chiral E↵ective
Field Theory (�EFT) calculation [24] by the green band,
the Neural Network output in the machine learning anal-
ysis [22] by the red band, and the Akmal-Pandharipande-
Ravenhall (APR) EoS [25] shown by the dashed line.

The orange band in the region, " > 103 MeV/fm3, rep-

FIG. 2. Baryon number density as a function of the quark
chemical potential. In the figure pQCD refers to the results
from Refs. [12, 23] and HDLpt to our results.

resents the results from pQCD [12] for which we utilize
the concise formula as given in Ref. [23]. Higher-order
corrections could be added, but the uncertainty band
is not much changed from Ref. [12]. The uncertainty
band width abruptly diverges, from which it has been
said that pQCD is reliable only at extreme high den-
sities far from reality. At a glance, indeed, we should
understand how di�cult it is to make a robust interpo-
lation between the nuclear and the pQCD EoSs. Now, a
surprise comes from a blue narrow band that represents
results from our HDLpt calculations. The uncertainty
band is drastically reduced and the HDLpt EoS appears
to be merged into the nuclear EoSs smoothly in the inter-
mediate density region. It should be noted that the APR
EoS overshoots ours, but this is due to a well-known flaw
in the APR EoS, i.e., superluminal speed of sound which
violates causality.
One may wonder what causes such a drastic di↵er-

ence on Fig. 1. We can qualitatively understand this
from Fig. 2 in which the baryon number density nB as
a function of the quark chemical potential µ is plotted.
Because the HDLpt sums the quark loops up, nB is the
most sensitive quantity a↵ected by the resummation in
the quark sector. It is an interesting and reasonable ob-
servation that nB is suppressed at fixed µ after the re-
summation: thermodynamic quantities are dominated by
quark quasi-particles, and in HDLpt, quark excitations
are more screened by self-energy insertions, as compared
to pQCD treatments. Therefore, on Fig. 1, the corre-
sponding µ for a given " becomes larger, and the corre-
sponding running coupling ↵s(⇤̄ = ⇠µ), where ⇠ = 1, 2, 4,
is smaller. This qualitative argument partially accounts
for the reduction of the uncertainty band, but not fully
yet. If we plot the pressure P and the energy density "
as functions of µ, respectively, the uncertainty bands are
not such narrow as in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, P (") with
⇤̄ = µ and that with ⇤̄ = 4µ happen to stay close, which

pQCD
A duality region 
where the hadrons 
and quarks may 
coexist (quarkyonic).
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Controversy

Quark Vortex

Hadronic Vortex

How can they be connected?

Rotate the bucket filled 
with quarks 
Upper part : Hadronic Vortex 
Lower part : Quark Vortex

? ? ?
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Abelian vortex.1 Thus one might envisage a join with a
continuous baryon velocity, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where a
boojum connects three hadronic vortices with three non-
Abelian CFL vortices [10, 11]. However, as we discuss in
this paper, one does not have to make a join involving
three vortices in the hadronic phase, but rather one can
make a baryon-velocity conserving join between a single
hadronic vortex and a single non-Abelian vortex in the
CFL phase, as shown in Fig. 1(c), without any need for a
boojum. To the extent that the various flavor quantum
numbers permit a smooth transition from the hadronic
to the CFL quark phase, angular momentum carrying
states remain consistent with quark-hadron continuity.

To spell out this picture in detail, we first discuss more
precisely the nature of quark-hadron continuity between
the hadronic and quark phases. On the deconfined quark
side the (ideal) CFL phase contains u (up), d (down),
and s (strange) quarks, all with the same mass, with a
Fermi sea equally populated with all three flavors and
all three colors of quarks. The corresponding hadronic
phase, three-flavor hyperonic matter, contains all mem-
bers of the light baryon flavor octet – n, p, ⇤, ⌃0, ⌃±,
⌅0, and ⌅� – all of the same mass. In the ground state
at finite density, the particles populate a Fermi sea with
all states of the octet equally present.

Both phases break chiral symmetry [1] and U(1)B, with
the same symmetry breaking pattern [SU(3)L⌦SU(3)R⌦
U(1)B ! SU(3)V]. In both phases BCS pairing leads
to breaking of U(1)B symmetry and superfluidity. The
hadronic dibaryon condensate is a flavor singlet formed
from two paired flavor octets. The CFL phase is usu-
ally described in the unitary gauge, in which the ground
state has a diquark condensate with the same color-flavor
orientation everywhere.2 In the hadronic phase, chiral
symmetry is spontaneously broken by a quark-antiquark
chiral condensate, producing a light octet of pseudoscalar
mesons, i.e., ⇡0, ⇡±, K0, K̄0, K±, and ⌘. The CFL con-
densate spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry, produc-
ing a light octet of pseudoscalar mesons [14–16]. Pre-
vious studies [2, 3, 17, 18] have established the conti-
nuity between the low-energy excitations of such three-
flavor hadronic and three-flavor quark matter.3 The nine
single-quark excitations of di↵erent colors and flavors can
be mapped, in the unitary gauge, onto the baryon octet
plus a baryon singlet which is usually not mentioned in
discussions of the confined phase because it is much heav-
ier than the octet baryons [3].

1
In Ref. [8] these configurations were referred to as “semi-

superfluid strings,” however we will call them “non-Abelian vor-

tices” to emphasize the presence of non-Abelian color magnetic

flux in the core combined with vortex-like global rotation of the

quark condensate.
2
With full three-flavor symmetry, CFL pairing is the most sta-

ble [12, 13].
3
This continuity is an example of the complementarity between

the confined and Higgs phases of a non-Abelian gauge theory

[19].

q

qq q qq q

q
qq
qq

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the smooth evolution of

a hadronic vortex into a non-Abelian CFL vortex. In the

hadronic phase, the phase of the condensate corresponding

to paired baryons (six quarks) increases by 2⇡ in winding

around the vortex core. In the CFL phase in the gauge-fixed

picture, one component of the order parameter picks up a

phase 2⇡ in winding, as shown. In the gauge-invariant picture

the phase of the entire six-quark order parameter changes by

2⇡ in winding.

One can further understand quark-hadron continuity
in terms of the anomaly-induced coupling between the
chiral and diquark condensates [20, 21]. The implica-
tions of quark-hadron continuity for the QCD phase di-
agram are reviewed in Ref. [22], and for neutron stars in
Ref. [23].

Figure 2 summarizes our results. In the confined phase
(upper half of the figure) the hadronic vortex carries an-
gular momentum via the circulation of a gauge-invariant
dibaryon condensate which acquires a phase of 2⇡ when
transported around the core. This vortex can be con-
tinuously connected to a non-Abelian CFL vortex [8] in
the CFL quark phase (lower half of the figure) where the
vortex has the same baryon circulation, but it arises in
the unitary gauge from three diquark condensates, one of
which acquires a phase of 2⇡ when transported around
the core. On the other hand, in the gauge-invariant pic-
ture, described in detail in Sec. IIID, the phase increase
is attributed to the entire six quark order parameter.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the generic properties of vortices in a superfluid. In
Sec. III we discuss the vortex configurations that exist
in three-flavor hadronic and quark matter. After dis-
cussions of hadronic vortices in Sec. III A, we describe
two di↵erent vortex configurations that have been con-
structed in three-flavor quark matter, the Abelian CFL
vortices in Sec. III B and the non-Abelian CFL vortices
in Sec. III C. and then we show how the non-Abelian
vortex can be continuously connected with the hadronic
vortex. In Sec. IIID we show how these non-Abelian
vortices can be understood in a gauge-invariant descrip-
tion, and in Sec. III E we explore the consequences of
explicit breaking of the SU(3) flavor symmetry. Finally,
in Sec. IV we discuss the role of color magnetic flux. We
focus throughout on the properties of connecting single
vortices, and leave the discussion of an array of vortices

Alford-Baym-Fukushima-Hatsuda-Tachibana (2018)

We proposed a scenario 
of the vortex continuity, 
but…
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Contour C

Cherman-Sen-Yaffe (2018)

hW3(C)i/hW0(C)i
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⇠ ei2⇡⌫/3

Hadronic phase has no color flux and no phase… 
Distinguishable?
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Abelian vortex.1 Thus one might envisage a join with a
continuous baryon velocity, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where a
boojum connects three hadronic vortices with three non-
Abelian CFL vortices [10, 11]. However, as we discuss in
this paper, one does not have to make a join involving
three vortices in the hadronic phase, but rather one can
make a baryon-velocity conserving join between a single
hadronic vortex and a single non-Abelian vortex in the
CFL phase, as shown in Fig. 1(c), without any need for a
boojum. To the extent that the various flavor quantum
numbers permit a smooth transition from the hadronic
to the CFL quark phase, angular momentum carrying
states remain consistent with quark-hadron continuity.

To spell out this picture in detail, we first discuss more
precisely the nature of quark-hadron continuity between
the hadronic and quark phases. On the deconfined quark
side the (ideal) CFL phase contains u (up), d (down),
and s (strange) quarks, all with the same mass, with a
Fermi sea equally populated with all three flavors and
all three colors of quarks. The corresponding hadronic
phase, three-flavor hyperonic matter, contains all mem-
bers of the light baryon flavor octet – n, p, ⇤, ⌃0, ⌃±,
⌅0, and ⌅� – all of the same mass. In the ground state
at finite density, the particles populate a Fermi sea with
all states of the octet equally present.

Both phases break chiral symmetry [1] and U(1)B, with
the same symmetry breaking pattern [SU(3)L⌦SU(3)R⌦
U(1)B ! SU(3)V]. In both phases BCS pairing leads
to breaking of U(1)B symmetry and superfluidity. The
hadronic dibaryon condensate is a flavor singlet formed
from two paired flavor octets. The CFL phase is usu-
ally described in the unitary gauge, in which the ground
state has a diquark condensate with the same color-flavor
orientation everywhere.2 In the hadronic phase, chiral
symmetry is spontaneously broken by a quark-antiquark
chiral condensate, producing a light octet of pseudoscalar
mesons, i.e., ⇡0, ⇡±, K0, K̄0, K±, and ⌘. The CFL con-
densate spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry, produc-
ing a light octet of pseudoscalar mesons [14–16]. Pre-
vious studies [2, 3, 17, 18] have established the conti-
nuity between the low-energy excitations of such three-
flavor hadronic and three-flavor quark matter.3 The nine
single-quark excitations of di↵erent colors and flavors can
be mapped, in the unitary gauge, onto the baryon octet
plus a baryon singlet which is usually not mentioned in
discussions of the confined phase because it is much heav-
ier than the octet baryons [3].

1
In Ref. [8] these configurations were referred to as “semi-

superfluid strings,” however we will call them “non-Abelian vor-

tices” to emphasize the presence of non-Abelian color magnetic

flux in the core combined with vortex-like global rotation of the

quark condensate.
2
With full three-flavor symmetry, CFL pairing is the most sta-

ble [12, 13].
3
This continuity is an example of the complementarity between

the confined and Higgs phases of a non-Abelian gauge theory

[19].
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the smooth evolution of

a hadronic vortex into a non-Abelian CFL vortex. In the

hadronic phase, the phase of the condensate corresponding

to paired baryons (six quarks) increases by 2⇡ in winding

around the vortex core. In the CFL phase in the gauge-fixed

picture, one component of the order parameter picks up a

phase 2⇡ in winding, as shown. In the gauge-invariant picture

the phase of the entire six-quark order parameter changes by

2⇡ in winding.

One can further understand quark-hadron continuity
in terms of the anomaly-induced coupling between the
chiral and diquark condensates [20, 21]. The implica-
tions of quark-hadron continuity for the QCD phase di-
agram are reviewed in Ref. [22], and for neutron stars in
Ref. [23].

Figure 2 summarizes our results. In the confined phase
(upper half of the figure) the hadronic vortex carries an-
gular momentum via the circulation of a gauge-invariant
dibaryon condensate which acquires a phase of 2⇡ when
transported around the core. This vortex can be con-
tinuously connected to a non-Abelian CFL vortex [8] in
the CFL quark phase (lower half of the figure) where the
vortex has the same baryon circulation, but it arises in
the unitary gauge from three diquark condensates, one of
which acquires a phase of 2⇡ when transported around
the core. On the other hand, in the gauge-invariant pic-
ture, described in detail in Sec. IIID, the phase increase
is attributed to the entire six quark order parameter.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the generic properties of vortices in a superfluid. In
Sec. III we discuss the vortex configurations that exist
in three-flavor hadronic and quark matter. After dis-
cussions of hadronic vortices in Sec. III A, we describe
two di↵erent vortex configurations that have been con-
structed in three-flavor quark matter, the Abelian CFL
vortices in Sec. III B and the non-Abelian CFL vortices
in Sec. III C. and then we show how the non-Abelian
vortex can be continuously connected with the hadronic
vortex. In Sec. IIID we show how these non-Abelian
vortices can be understood in a gauge-invariant descrip-
tion, and in Sec. III E we explore the consequences of
explicit breaking of the SU(3) flavor symmetry. Finally,
in Sec. IV we discuss the role of color magnetic flux. We
focus throughout on the properties of connecting single
vortices, and leave the discussion of an array of vortices

There must be a 
discontinuous 
interface?

Hirono-Tanizaki argued that 
a single (global) vortex is 
energetically not allowed, so 
the argument is not strict…?

There might be a first-order transition, not resolved yet…


